# PRISM Implementation Summary

**Expanded PRISM**

- State has implemented some requirements, but does not yet meet the six requirements to fully participate in PRISM
- Commercial motor vehicle (CMV) registration agency (non-IRP) is applying PRISM requirements 1-6 to motor carriers operating interstate that have gross vehicle weights between 10,001 and 26,000 lbs.

**Enhanced Participation**

PRISM Implementation Requirements 7-12

1. Legislative or administrative authority to deny registration for reincarnated carriers
2. Check VIN against PRISM Target data for OOS affiliation
3. Implement a process to identify a reincarnated carrier
4. Deny registration for reincarnated carriers or request VIN removal from PRISM Target data
5. Set 950 status codes to suspend vehicles in SAFER
6. Certify PRISM cab card barcode

**Full Participation**

PRISM Implementation Requirements 1-6

1. Legislative or administrative authority to deny/suspend for carriers under Federal OOS
2. Collect/validate USDOT and TIN number of MCRS
3. Check OOS status before registration (Deny)
4. Check OOS status daily during registration (Suspend)
5. Upload vehicle registration information to SAFER
6. Report quarterly denials and suspensions

**Partial Participation**

- State has implemented some requirements, but does not yet meet the six requirements to fully participate in PRISM

**Optional Program Enhancements**

- Use real-time PRISM Web Services in addition to the daily Target and/or Census file(s) for registration application
- Retrieve license plates from motor carriers whose registration has been suspended due to Federal OOS order